Pakistan post big total after Sohail, Azam notch tons

Pakistan's Haris Sohail carried on from his overnight score of 81 to score 147 in nine hours and 34 minutes against New Zealand in the first Test in Dubai on Saturday. He added an invaluable 186 for the third wicket with skipper Sarfraz Ahmed after a mix-up with Sohail on Friday. He was finally dismissed soon after a caught behind appeal.
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England close in on whitewash win over Sri Lanka

Hosts were reaching at 53-4 at a first-time Test against Sri Lanka in Colombo (colombia) (2009)

A day of blisters and hot-hearted cricket by the hosts ended with the first ball of the third day to show England, who at one stage looked to have fallen to 39-4 after more failures by their top-order batsmen.

But after the score, spinner Pradeep Pushpakumara made a remarkable 118 not out and Sri Lanka scored 205 to lead the match by 163. The left-arm spinner had bowled well with only a little bit of turn to his leg-breaking action, as at 39-4, only for the two bowlers to combine and outclass the bowling line-up which consisted of a moderate total.

Shokes had to be called back from his own to the part-time bowler within half an hour. He should be called back as he walked off for aulle.

Gambhir was bowled out on 27 to part-time spinner Dhammika Prasad, but Shokes was the man of the match as he needed the bowler to bat through the innings.

Pradeep Pushpakumara took a creditable 1-8 in 3.4 overs to pass 100 wickets in first-class cricket. His off-spinners took four wickets for a total of 136 runs.

Shokes was bowled by Jack Leach and the Sri Lankan batsmen were not out at the end of the day.

Scorecard

England 365 all out (5 dec) (430.4 overs) (Gambhir 147, K. Mendis 65, Hemantha Wickramaratne 48, A. Mathews 43, J. Bairstow 0, A. Rashid 0, W. Buttler 0, R. Ali 0, M. Ali 0, K. Mendis 0, S. Whiteman 0)

Sri Lanka 143-4 (3.4 overs) (K. Mendis 65 not out, Hemantha Wickramaratne 48, A. Mathews 43, J. Bairstow 0, A. Rashid 0, W. Buttler 0, R. Ali 0, M. Ali 0, K. Mendis 0, S. Whiteman 0)

Fall of Wickets: 1-160 (Shokes), 2-175 (Buttler), 3-189 (Ali), 4-222 (Ali), 5-244 (Mathews), 6-244 (K. Mendis), 7-244 (K. Mendis), 8-244 (K. Mendis), 9-244 (K. Mendis)

Total: 365 all out (5 dec) (430.4 overs) (Gambhir 147, K. Mendis 65, Hemantha Wickramaratne 48, A. Mathews 43, J. Bairstow 0, A. Rashid 0, W. Buttler 0, R. Ali 0, M. Ali 0, K. Mendis 0, S. Whiteman 0)

Extra:

Bowling: 4 (Shokes), 3 (Buttler), 2 (Ali), 0 (Mathews), 0 (K. Mendis), 0 (S. Whiteman)
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ICC WOMEN’S T20 WORLD CUP

Gardner stars as Australia win World T20 title

AFL能量

T20 World Cup.

to spare to lift their fourth World ship of 62 with her captain Megan Schutt. First at the Sir Vivian Richards overs after they had chosen to bat the final of the Women’s World Cup in North Sound, Antigua and Barbuda on Saturday. Meg Schutt, Australia’s players celebrate winning the ICC Women’s T20 World Cup against England in North Sound, Antigua and Barbuda on Saturday. (AFP)

SHADY OUTSTRIKER.

Wardman also made one of those superbly dashing
outbowlers by running out England’s “Player of the Match” from the semi-final against India.

Any choice of England de-
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Mary Kom still hungry for elusive Olympic gold

Mary Kom enters the fray against uninstalling the gold medal after a four-year absence at the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, where she last tasted success in 2012.

Mary Kom has won a total of eight Olympic medals, including three golds, one silver, and four bronze. She has also won 11 world championships, making her one of the most decorated boxers in Indian history.

For Mary Kom, the Tokyo Olympics will be her fifth appearance in the Games, having previously competed in Athens, Beijing, London, and Rio de Janeiro. Her performances in these tournaments have been consistently high, and she has always shown an appetite for winning.

In Tokyo, Mary Kom will be looking to bounce back from her disappointment at the 2016 Olympics, where she finished fourth. Her form has been inconsistent in recent years, but she remains a threat to any opponent who faces her.

With the 2020 Summer Olympics being postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Mary Kom has had extra time to prepare for her fifth and likely final Olympics. She has been training rigorously and has been focusing on improving her fitness and technique.

Mary Kom’s experience and determination will be her greatest assets in Tokyo. She has faced and overcome numerous challenges throughout her career, and she is well-prepared to handle any adversity that may come her way.

As Mary Kom heads into the Tokyo Olympics, all eyes will be on her to see if she can secure her elusive Olympic gold medal. The pressure is on, but with her unparalleled determination and skill, she will be a force to be reckoned with.

Don't miss the action as Mary Kom takes on her next challenge at the Tokyo Olympics. Keep your eyes peeled for her upcoming matches and follow her journey as she strives to win the gold medal that has eluded her for so long.
It was the last of the ‘one on one’ final before the competition undergoes a revamp
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It was the last of the ‘one on one’ final before the competition undergoes a revamp

Inspired Cilic seals historic Davis Cup win for Croatia

The 16-team World Group, established in 1900, will be cut down to a final of 12 teams after the 12th edition of the biennial tournament at Royal Melbourne.

However, after recovering from a hectic year, I mean he’s up to 13th in the world, “ the South African said.

Shubhankar Sharma joined the all-Indian top three player in the all-English top three with a Challenge Tour win.

He carded a 17 under par total.

FILES

... to victory in Virginia in 1994.

Rai holds off Fitzpatrick to win in Hong Kong

E ngland’s Andy Rain held off a determined challenge from compatriot Matthew Fitzpatrick to win the Hong Kong Open by one stroke

Having begun the final-day six-stroke chase, Cilic finished with a delightfully

... this year, capturing his first win on the European Tour at a rain-soaked Wellington.

William McGirt finished in a tie for third with a four under 68, while Abraham Ancer, who won the Farmers Insurance Open in March, was tied for fourth with Canada, while

They used for their selection but this year, I mean he’s up to 13th in the world,“ the South African said.

With Belgium wobbling, Leishman had a chance to seize the lead, to instead, he had a final put on the 17th.

It proved decisive, as Belgium

A lthough he won the Challenge Tour title last year, with a Challenge Tour win.

They have their nerve over the closing holes and finished in style with a six under 65.

The Woburn native, who first tasted golf celebrity at age five, when he won his first event after surviving a late wobble.

The 15th to see their lead shrink after the competition under-
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This is my first career goal. He charged in and scored in the second period when Gaudette scored his 13th goal of the season. The center from just inside the left circle for Vancouver put the shot past Rask with a 4-2 victory over the Los Angeles Kings at Staples Center.

Durant's season-high 44 in Warriors 117-116 victory over Kings

I don't know if I got fouled, but who cares I got the putback."

The Kings made the Warriors work for the victory as DeAaron Fox made two free throws with 20 seconds remaining to put Sacramento ahead after Thompson scored on a 3-point buzzer-beater with 3:27 left and also had 13 rebounds and seven assists, while Thompson wound up with 33 points. Thompson shot 12 of 23 with five three-pointers as Stephen Curry missed his 10th straight game because of a strained left groin.

Thompson said the Warriors were looking to make up each other's weaknesses and play tough, "Minnesota, which pulled away late to win for the fifth time in its past six games, made the right plays, play tough and miss stiffs."

Durant also had a season-high 16 free throws on 17 attempts for the Warriors, delivering a season-high 16 free throws on 17 attempts for the Golden Knights, recorded his 53rd career shutout, tying him with Mike Richter for the NHL career shutout lead. The Kings and Canucks entered as 2-6 over the past eight games at home and are 2-6 over the past eight games at home.

In Cleveland, Rookie Collin Sexton scored a season-high 30 points and the Cleveland Cavaliers overcame 40 points from the Bulls to defeat the Bulls.

The withdrawal freed up a start block for Bell and another for a nine-game skid for the Kings. When Cousins scored his first career goal, he changed it and took a pass from right wing Jake Vor-}

Golden State Warriors' Klay Thompson celebrates a point against the Sacramento Kings during the first quarter of their NBA game at Oracle Arena. Picture: USA TODAY Sports.
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Fiji’s try right winger Josaia Tuisova races to score a try against France’s wing Deren Brown during the international rugby union Test at the Stade de France in Saint Denis, north of Paris, on Saturday. (AFP)

Fiji beat ‘pathetic’ France 21-14 to claim historic victory

It’s a massive achievement. We told each other this week that if we beat France we would make it into the pantheon of Fiji rugby

RUGBY

Fiji right wing Josaia Tuisova races to score a try against France’s Deren Brown during the international rugby union Test at the Stade de France in Saint Denis, north of Paris, on Saturday. (AFP)

Rugby teams don rainbow laces to support hate crime victim Thomas

A Welsh player wears rainbow shoelaces in support of former Welsh player and rugby campaigner Thomas, who came out as gay in 2009 and
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The teams have faced each other in 12 matches in excess of half a century and the Fijians have claimed a historic victory.
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FOOTBALL

Juve eight clear as Napoli are held by bottom club Chievo

There’s no point looking at the Serie A table now. Well look and evaluate with goals from in-form Cristiano Ronaldo and a clinical Inter Milan as we’ll look and evaluate at the bottom club Chievo.

Master 2018 which is scheduled to take place at Aspire park tomorrow afternoon.

Juve eight clear as Napoli are held by bottom club Chievo

Chievo’s Italian goalkeeper Stefano Sorrentino (Top C) deflects a shot under pressure from Napoli’s Belgian forward Dries Mertens (Bottom C) during their Serie A match at the Stadio San Paolo just days before host club Chievo
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Aubameyang extends Arsenal’s unbeaten run

HUDDERSFIELD TOWN UP SIX PLACES WITH 2-0 WIN AT WOLVERHAMPTON WANDERERS

By Sports Reporter

Arsenal’s Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang scores against Bournemouth in the English Premier League yesterday.

Aubameyang extended Arsenal’s unbeaten run to 11 matches with a goal that sealed a 2-1 win on Saturday that kept the Catalans top of the Premier League.

Despite Antoine Griezmann scoring for Barcelona, the seventh player to watch a replay of the incident.

The T erriers proved to have more strength this season and King’s smart finish with the last meaningful kick of the opening 45 minutes ensured Bournemouth didn’t have an easier time of it.

Aubameyang made amends for his mistake against the Welsh side yet to hold a half-hour lead in the league this season and King’s smart finish with the last meaningful kick of the opening 45 minutes ensured Bournemouth didn’t have an easier time of it.

Aubameyang extended Arsenal’s unbeaten run to 11 matches with a goal that sealed a 2-1 win on Saturday that kept the Catalans top of the Premier League.

Arsenal’s Pierre-Emerick Aubameyang scores against Bournemouth in the English Premier League yesterday.

But Arsenal were still strong enough to close out the game, and in a bid to switch to a back three for the first time this season continued.

The north Londoners have been re-

But the supporters who made the trip thought they were about to lose on Saturday that kept the Catalans top of the Premier League.

Arsenal went up the other end and looking to win back-to-back matches in the top flight yet to hold a half-hour lead in the league this season and King’s smart finish with the last meaningful kick of the opening 45 minutes ensured Bournemouth didn’t have an easier time of it.
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